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UNfavorable – HB1203 
vince mcavoy po box 41075 baltimore md 

 

I applaud the sponsor for the upfront, genuine naming of the bill; however, I'm asking for an 

unfavorable on HB1203. 

 

The existing law has served Maryland well. It is based on reality. Those exceptions to our 

binary truth – who are, essentially, all self-transformed – have exercised rights for superficial 

transformation.  That superficial change does not change reality for adults. 

 

As for the extreme risk and dangers to children (which is for whom I advocate in Annapolis), 

the Committee must not allow a sadistic, ideologically-driven, hating parent to “mis-gender” the 

biological realities of their children.  And I warn the Committee, as someone versed in family 

law, that this bill should have been slated through the Judiciary Committee to garner their vast 

body/diversity of legal thought.  I would welcome the sponsor’s withdrawing the bill until 

next Session when it can be jointly assigned. Perhaps House Judiciary would welcome adding 

a gender identity marker, helpful in determining those who are at odds with reality. 

 

Dangers of the transgender movement well-documented 
“More than half of transgender male teens who participated in surveys have reported attempting 

suicide in their lifetime…29.9% of transgender female teens said they had attempted suicide… 

nonbinary youth,  41.8% of those tested stated that they have attempted suicide at some point of 

their lives…is the embodiment of self-hatred...[suicide rate] are off-the-charts high.” 

https://youtu.be/iPLY2SqK7UE?t=240 

 

What should be of interest to the House HGO is that only 2 years ago, the outcomes of 

transgender re-assignment were presented in an amicus to the U.S. Supreme Court, noting an 

“increased psychiatric hospitalization, a sharp increase in mortality as well as criminal 

convictions, with transgenders 19 times more likely to kill themselves.” 

 

 
https://youtu.be/ljL2RNa6_Xo 

 

Trans Industry Profiteering 

This fad is being promoted by Planned Parenthood, according to Wall Street Journal reporter 

Abigail Shrier, for profit through hormone treatment, bloodwork, and other opportunities for 

profit. https://youtu.be/2SPHcVP4sJw?t=48 

https://youtu.be/iPLY2SqK7UE?t=240
https://youtu.be/ljL2RNa6_Xo
https://youtu.be/2SPHcVP4sJw?t=48
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Humankind’s Empirical Foundation in Biology 

Some claim they were born into the wrong body and that this state is fixed. This is simply not 

true. And the evaluation of transgender cases show that years of surgical/hormonal/superficial 

operations are ending with increased depression, re-construction back to the transgender’s 

biological true sex/gender and even suicide. 

That is because human sexuality is binary.  

Women are XX. 

Men are XY. 

Those genetic markers are fixed for male and female. This is self-evident and has been for all of 

human existence. For the extremely small amount who claim transgender or a none-of-the-

above option (think “furry-identity” or so called “trans-human-identity” ), these sub-groups are 

identity driven, not based on physical reality. And so, their numbers are very small, perhaps less 

than 0.5% in America. This is why those coming to your Committee always dismiss this 

physical, empirically-provable reality, choosing to cling to their feelings & daily moods.  

Gender identity is in their thoughts and feelings. They may be factually wrong. When wrong, a 

fixed false belief is called a “delusion”.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2-e_wJthmk 

Accommodating a delusional group that has an epidemic rate of suicide is not only unwise; it is 

UN-loving to our Maryland children.  I am hopeful that this Committee will embrace (if not 

love of truth and Christian charity then) at least an objective, evidence-based view of the 

outcomes for children.  

 

Children in Danger 

Being ignorant to the biological fact of a child’s biological sex is 

a danger to children.  The dangers lie in making a process so free 

of checks & balances that the process embraces indoctrination 

while removing self-reflection to minors who may be 

experiencing normal childhood challenges & pressures. 

There is also danger in another sense, where those escaping the 

scrutiny of free association in a lockdown COVID era.  Can we 

absolutely rule out these transgender 

procedures/treatments/surgeries  may end up being done 

remotely in the absence of light on the process? 

 

#ProtectJamesYounger 

Take the case of James Younger in Texas. The case garnered the 

attention of Texas' Attorney General & Governor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2-e_wJthmk
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https://youtu.be/9sV2zeE4X08 

 

 

 A father was gravely concerned about the “sexual mutilation of his own son [while] all of his 

authority figures – his mother, his teacher, the librarian at school, the police officer  at school, 

the principals at school – say he's a girl.....[ James' father was ] the only authority figure in his 

life that tells him the truth-- that he's a boy” https://youtu.be/Jdxc_chdwIo 

 

The James Younger case involves the attempts of a child-indoctrinating, parental-alienating 

mother to transition her son (physically, culturally, biologically) into a girl at AGE THREE.  

Leaving the biological sex open to a non-binary option (children are male or female) could be 

used by any single-mother bent on fomenting a child custody case to evade  the rightful child 

custody merits of a fit father. https://youtu.be/iPLY2SqK7UE?t=1310 

 

In 2012, cross-filed bills ( SB481/HB485) to address such Parental-Kidnapping / Parental-

Alienating offenders were offered by Senator Bobby Zirkin & Delegate Luiz Simmons. 

https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Search/Legislation?target=/2012rs/billfile/sb0481.htm 

Because such kidnappings do, in fact, occur.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/plane-turns-back-to-dulles-so-fbi-can-arrest-

mom-in-parental-kidnapping-case/2014/09/05/2ca7f812-351a-11e4-9e92-

0899b306bbea_story.html  And the possibility of the objective, scientifically-provable 

biological sex of a child being gas-lighted into something heinous will increase if this bill is 

passed. 

 

To disregard the known consequences and ignore rightful projections related to the unintended 

consequences of misleading, lying as well as sexually & physically manipulating Maryland's 

own children for the benefit of an extremely small, child-amputating sector is wrongful.   

 

 

https://youtu.be/9sV2zeE4X08
https://youtu.be/Jdxc_chdwIo
https://youtu.be/iPLY2SqK7UE?t=1310
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Search/Legislation?target=/2012rs/billfile/sb0481.htm
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/plane-turns-back-to-dulles-so-fbi-can-arrest-mom-in-parental-kidnapping-case/2014/09/05/2ca7f812-351a-11e4-9e92-0899b306bbea_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/plane-turns-back-to-dulles-so-fbi-can-arrest-mom-in-parental-kidnapping-case/2014/09/05/2ca7f812-351a-11e4-9e92-0899b306bbea_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/plane-turns-back-to-dulles-so-fbi-can-arrest-mom-in-parental-kidnapping-case/2014/09/05/2ca7f812-351a-11e4-9e92-0899b306bbea_story.html
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There is issue with the trans industry (who stands to financially profit here) showing no real 

empathy to 1 and 2 and 3 year old with regard to the IMMENSE existing body of law.  

SB196 (2019) 

http://mgahouse.maryland.gov/mga/play/f154c2da-fa3d-465f-9502-

eb84aabbf9c9/?catalog/03e481c7-8a42-4438-a7da-93ff74bdaa4c&playfrom=5860000 

HB0421 (2019) 

http://mgahouse.maryland.gov/mga/play/93b53d0a-ae96-49b1-8c0b-

aa80e99e4204/?catalog/03e481c7-8a42-4438-a7da-93ff74bdaa4c&playfrom=6600000 

Showing privilege to remove biological truth for a minuscule sector should not just be denied to 

the transgender sector but denied to everyone and anyone (say, “trans-humans” or “furries”) 

looking to take advantage of the court structure for a public sector accommodation. 

A civil right to a mental illness does not exist and the genetic markers determining biological 

sex remain constant.  

May they find peace. 

http://mgahouse.maryland.gov/mga/play/f154c2da-fa3d-465f-9502-eb84aabbf9c9/?catalog/03e481c7-8a42-4438-a7da-93ff74bdaa4c&playfrom=5860000
http://mgahouse.maryland.gov/mga/play/f154c2da-fa3d-465f-9502-eb84aabbf9c9/?catalog/03e481c7-8a42-4438-a7da-93ff74bdaa4c&playfrom=5860000
http://mgahouse.maryland.gov/mga/play/93b53d0a-ae96-49b1-8c0b-aa80e99e4204/?catalog/03e481c7-8a42-4438-a7da-93ff74bdaa4c&playfrom=6600000
http://mgahouse.maryland.gov/mga/play/93b53d0a-ae96-49b1-8c0b-aa80e99e4204/?catalog/03e481c7-8a42-4438-a7da-93ff74bdaa4c&playfrom=6600000

